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ABSTRACT

Purcell enhancement of quantum dot (QD) single-photon emission and increased device brightness have been demonstrated with various types
of microcavities. Here, we present the first realization of a truncated Gaussian-shaped microcavity coupled to a QD. The implementation is
based on wet-chemical etching and epitaxial semiconductor overgrowth. The cavity modes and their spatial profiles are experimentally studied
and agree well with simulations. The fundamental mode wavelength with Q-factors around 6000 and a small polarization splitting of 29leV
can be reproducibly controlled via fabrication design, enabling the adaption of the cavity to a specific QD. Finally, transitions of a QD inside a
cavity are tuned on and off resonance via temperature tuning. A reduced decay time by a factor above 3 on resonance clearly indicates Purcell
enhancement while second-order correlation measurements of g(2)(0)¼ 0.057 prove that the QDs single-photon characteristic is preserved.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0128631

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have proven to be promis-
ing candidates for the realization of bright on-demand single-photon
sources with a high degree of indistinguishability.1,2 To be suited for
practical applications,3–5 ideally every photon emitted by a QD should
be extracted and collected. However, the extraction efficiency of semi-
conductor QDs is limited due to the high refractive index contrast at
the semiconductor to air interface.6 To overcome this limitation, sev-
eral geometric designs, including printed or etched microlenses,7,8

solid immersion lenses,9 nanowires,10 and photonic trumpets,11 are
under investigation. Other approaches are quantum cavity electrody-
namic (QCED) based systems like micropillars,12,13 microdisks,14

fiber-coupled Fabry–P�erot cavities,15 circular Bragg gratings,16,17 and
photonic crystal cavities,18,19 which utilize the Purcell effect to increase
the brightness of semiconductor QDs and shorten the lifetime, thus
enabling higher repetition rates.20

An intensively studied and very intuitive way of realizing a planar
Fabry–P�erot cavity in semiconductor materials is planar Bragg cavi-
ties,21 which consist of two distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs). To
achieve in-plane confinement, a mesa-like structure can be imple-
mented into the top DBR. This has been theoretically and experimen-
tally shown with etched mesa-structures for polaritons.22,23 For

smoother in-plane confinement and, thus, improved quality factor of
the cavity, Ding and coworkers proposed the substitution of the mesa
inside the cavity with a Gaussian-shaped structure.24 So far, cavities
containing a nano-scale Gaussian-shaped defect have been fabricated
in the Ta2O5/SiO2 material system.25 However, the realization in the
GaAs material system and, thus, the possibility to embed QDs is still
outstanding.

In this work, we present the realization of truncated Gaussian-
shaped microcavities coupled to single QDs for enhanced single-
photon emission in a semiconductor system. The robust design, in
principle, allows for fabrication of microcavity membrane structures
that promise the possibility of employing strain tuning26 as well as the
implementation of additional optics directly on the sample surface.
The monolithic implementation of this structure is enabled by epitax-
ial overgrowth of a wet-chemically etched truncated Gaussian-shaped
microlens with a top DBR. We describe the fabrication process,
regarding etching and chemical and thermal oxide removal as well as
the asymmetric DBR growth. The optical and spatial properties of the
fundamental as well as higher order cavity modes are precisely mea-
sured by performing in-plane micro-photoluminescence (l-PL) scans
over one cavity showing excellent agreement with simulations.
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We show that varying the aspect ratio of the Gaussian structure by
changing the etching mask diameter shifts the resonance wavelength
of the cavity. In future, this will allow for adaption to preselected QDs
in a deterministic fabrication process. Finally, Purcell enhancement is
shown by tuning QD emission lines on resonance with the cavity via
temperature variation.

The sample design can be seen in Fig. 1. 30 pairs of alternating
aluminum arsenide (AlAs) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) layers are
grown via metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) forming the
bottom DBR. The self-organized indium arsenide (InAs) QDs are
embedded in a k-thick GaAs layer.

In the first step of processing, the position and diameter of the
microlenses are determined via photolithography, which is used to
expose disk-shaped structures in the resist. For this purpose, two dif-
ferent methods are used in this work. The first is hard mask lithogra-
phy. This technique allows for the fast realization of multiple arrays of
structures, where the disk diameter is constant, while the following
processing parameters can be studied and varied. This allows for gain-
ing statistics on the cavity geometry and optimization of the subse-
quent processing steps. The second approach is based on laser
lithography with which structures with variable diameter can be easily
exposed to optimize the geometry with regard to finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulations. Second, silicon dioxide (SiO2) is
deposited using electron-beam physical vapor deposition, so that after
the following lift-off process, circular disks remain on the sample sur-
face. The hereby defined SiO2 disks serve as etching masks during the
following wet-chemical etching process in an aqueous solution of sul-
furic acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).

27 Figure 1(a)
shows a schematic of the circularly shaped hard mask during wet-

chemical etching. Due to the isotropy of the etching process in combi-
nation with capillary effects at the edges of the masks, Gaussian-
shaped microlenses are formed. As described in Ref. 28, the aspect
ratio of the microlenses can be designed deterministically by assigning
the etching time and disk diameter. QDs outside of the lens become
optically inactive due to their proximity to the etched surface [as sche-
matized in Fig. 1(a)]. At the end of the etching process, the disks are
removed mechanically by carefully wiping them off so that the cavity
thickness of 1k is preserved in the center region as it is shown in
Fig. 1(b). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements confirm the
Gaussian shape of the microlenses sidewalls as well as a surface rough-
ness of 0:36 0:2 nm on top of and 0:46 0:2 nm between the lenses.
These values are comparable to epi-ready wafers; thus, overgrowth on
this structured surface is possible. To ensure homogeneous over-
growth, free of defects, the sample is treated with pure sulfuric acid to
remove oxides from the surface before inserting it into the growth
reactor where an extended pre-heating step is performed to remove
residual oxides directly before growth. The microlenses are thereafter
overgrown with a GaAs spacer layer with appropriate thickness. The
cavity is completed by 20 pairs of top DBR favoring emission to the
upper direction as it is sketched in Fig. 1(c). A scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) cross section of a realized structure is depicted in
Fig. 1(d). The Gaussian-shape of the sidewalls that allows for smooth
in-plane confinement can be seen. The center part of the cavity shows
a plateau that does not influence the general cavity characteristics and
performance significantly. Therefore, the final shape is the one of a
truncated Gaussian. Due to the different growth rates of the top DBR
materials along the distinct crystal axis,29 the final cavities become
slightly elliptical with increasing height [the inset of Fig. 1(d)].

For the optical measurements, a confocal l-PL setup is used with
the sample mounted inside a liquid helium bath cryostat and cooled
down to 4K. To characterize the cavity modes, an above-band contin-
uous wave (cw) excitation at � 650nm is used. For a detailed analysis
of the mode structure, one cavity is selected. By performing a two-
dimensional in-plane scan over the cavity, spectra can be obtained at
different positions of the cavity.30

In Fig. 2(a), all measured spectra are plotted in a single graph. A
polarization series of the fundamental cavity mode shows a small split-
ting of the polarization eigenmodes of 29leV, a clear sign for a slight
ellipticity of the structure that can also be seen by viewing the top part
of the cavity [see the inset in Fig. 1(d)]. To obtain the spatial profile of
the mode intensity, the corresponding spectral peak is filtered through
a monochromator, and the signal is sent to an avalanche photodiode
(APD) while performing the same two-dimensional scan mentioned
above. At 893.05 nm, the fundamental mode of the cavity can be seen
with a Gaussian-shaped mode profile [see the image labeled 1 in Fig.
2(b)]. For shorter wavelengths, the visible higher order transverse
modes exhibit a clear signature of Hermite–Gaussian modes. To vali-
date that these measurements of the propagating field indeed represent
the distribution of the near-field, FDTD simulations are performed.
For the simulations, an ideal Gaussian form with an ellipticity of
around 10% is chosen to get a clear separation of the modes. As seen
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), a close resemblance between the simulated near-
field and the measured propagating field can be observed. For the third
order modes (3.1 and 3.3), the Hermite–Gaussian modes are, in prin-
ciple, identical except for a 90� rotation. The small deviation of the
measurements as well as the simulations from this ideal form stem

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic cross section of the microlens during the wet-chemical etch-
ing process with the SiO2 etching mask on top. The positions of the QDs are
depicted as triangles. Non-colored QDs have become inactive during processing
due to their proximity to the etched surface. (b) AFM profile of a Gaussian-like
shaped lens after the etching process before overgrowth (without SiO2 disks). The
cavity thickness of 1k is preserved in the flat center region. The inset shows the 2D
data indicating rotation symmetry. (c) Schematic cross section of the final microcav-
ity. (d) SEM cross section and top view (inset) of the cavity.
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from a non-perfect spectral selection of the cavity mode while per-
forming the two-dimensional scan.

In a next step, a closer investigation of the fundamental cavity
mode is performed. For this purpose, cavities on the basis of varying
SiO2 disk diameters are fabricated. Once overgrown, the resulting
dependence of the fundamental mode spectral position from the disk
diameter as seen in Fig. 3 shows a similar behavior to micropillar cavi-
ties.31 The realized cavities exhibit Q-factors between 5000 and 7000
proving the effectiveness and reproducibility of the fabrication process.
In deterministic fabrication, the control of the cavity mode wavelength
during fabrication is fundamental for successful spectral matching
between the preselected emitter and realized cavity. Hence, the SiO2

disk diameters can serve as a tuning knob to achieve the required spec-
tral control.

An important figure of merit of a cavity is the Purcell enhance-
ment, which can be determined via measuring the decay times of a

quantum emitter inside the cavity, spectrally on and off resonance. For
this purpose, a quantum dot exhibiting multiple emission lines, and
spatially within a cavity is analyzed. Here, temperature tuning is used
to change the spectral overlap between emission lines and cavity mode
[see Fig. 4(a)]. For the cavity mode, a small red-shift with increasing
temperature is observed, whereas the quantum dot emission lines all
undergo a similar larger shift.

While at 4K a charged transition (T) is close to resonance with
the cavity mode, at 36K a spectral separation is present and the

FIG. 3. Measured fundamental cavity mode for truncated Gaussian-shaped cavities
realized with etching masks of different diameters. All structures have been etched
for the same time.

FIG. 4. (a) Quantum dot micro-photoluminescence as a function of temperature. As
the QD emission lines shift stronger with temperature than the cavity resonance,
they are tuned on- and off-resonance. Blue and red circles indicate the measure-
ment points of the decay times at 4K and 36 K, respectively. X corresponds to the
exciton and T to the charged state. (b) Measured decay times at 4K (blue) and
36 K (red) for the exciton X and the charged state T in the upper and lower plot,
respectively. The insets show the corresponding gð2ÞðsÞ measurements performed
on resonance indicating the preservation of the QD single photon characteristic.

FIG. 2. (a) l-PL spectra obtained at different positions of one cavity by performing
a two-dimensional in-plane scan. The measured (b) and simulated (c) mode profiles
are displayed below. The inset numbers correspond to those of the resonance
peaks depicted in (a).
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excitonic transition (X) is on resonance. At these temperatures,
decay-time measurements as seen in Fig. 4(b) are performed on both
lines. A clear reduction of the decay time by a factor of 1.52 6 0.07
(T) and 3.22 6 0.07 (X) is measured in the resonant case. Despite
both lines should, in principle, undergo the same Purcell enhance-
ment for perfect spectral matching, a difference between the on- and
off-resonance ratios is observed. First, this could stem from the fact
that the charged state is slightly red-shifted with respect to the
cavity at 4 K and, therefore, no perfect spectral overlap is given.
Furthermore, despite the low QD density, the two transitions could
originate from two different QDs. Hence, the different spatial over-
lap for the two investigated transitions would be directly reflected in
the Purcell factor. Finally, additional non-radiative decay channels
that are present at higher temperatures would decrease the actual
measured decay time for both transitions at the elevated tempera-
ture. While for the first two effects, the maximal achieved Purcell
factor is 3.22 6 0.07 (X), in the latter case, the two measured ratios
can be seen as an upper and lower bound for the actual Purcell
enhancement. Finally, second-order correlation measurements are
performed to verify that single-photon emission is preserved while

being resonant with the cavity. For the charged transition, a gð2Þdcc(0)
value of 0:28860:001 (time integrated over a full repetition and only
corrected for the detector dark count) is obtained while the excitonic

line at 36K yields gð2Þdcc(0) ¼0.057 6 0.001, both clearly below 0.5
even for the employed non-resonant pumping scheme. The slightly
higher value for the charged transition line can most probably be
attributed to an additional emission line on the right flank of the
cavity mode.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the coupling of a QD to a trun-
cated Gaussian-shaped microcavity. We developed the fabrication pro-
cess, including wet-chemical etching, oxide removal, and overgrowth.
The realized cavities show a splitting of the polarization eigenmodes of
29 leV due to the slight ellipticity of the cavity. The fundamental as
well as higher order modes of one exemplary cavity have been investi-
gated, showing a clear signature of Hermite–Gaussian modes, well
according to FDTD simulations. It has been shown that the funda-
mental cavity mode can be shifted by varying the diameter of the etch-
ing mask and hereby the width of the microlens in the cavity center to
meet the desired wavelength for optimized coupling to a certain QD.
Finally, emission lines of a QD spatially inside a cavity have been
shifted on- and off-resonance via temperature tuning, showing a clear
decrease in the measured decay time on resonance that evidences
Purcell enhancement. Second-order correlation function measure-
ments verify the single-photon nature of the emission. This work
proves the feasibility of this cavity structure. In future, its performance
can be improved by tuning the QD emission into resonance with the
cavity mode via strain tuning. Furthermore, a deterministic process
would allow for precise spatial and spectral control of a pre-selected
QD within the cavity.
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